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Friends across
the ocean help
fight BC’s fires

They’re off! The Loyal Nanaimo Bathtub Society’s 2009 ‘Bathtub Race taking place in

Translink, ferries to be probed
Infrastructure Minister Shirley Bond and
Finance Minister Colin Hansen have
announced that the affairs of two troubled
independent government agencies will be
reviewed by the Comptroller-general, Cheryl
Wenezenki-Yolland. The agencies are Translink
and BC Ferries Services Inc.
Both agencies have been in the news
recently for remuneration paid to their
Province-appointed Boards of Directors and
their executives. Translink, responsible for all
aspects of transportation in the Lower
Mainland, has been seeking authority for a
variety of local taxation initiatives to raise funds
for new infrastructure, the Evergreen Skytrain
line (promised by Premier Campbell), and
increases in transit service. Suggestions made
have included tolls on existing bridges and
automobile taxes, neither of which have met
with public enthusiasm.
BC Ferries Services Inc, created as a
provincially-owned private company in 2003,
has built a number of new ferries but has
continued to increase fares and now faces
declining ridership. Financially, it faces

growing debt and debt service costs, and
reduced profits. The Ferry Commissioner has
also pointed out low utilization on minor routes
in the winter, reductions in passenger capacity
because of increased crewing requirements,
and the company’s complete failure to interest
any Alternate Service Providers in taking on
any of BC Ferries’ routes.
The provincial government has tried to hold
the line on its subsidy to BC Ferries, but over
the past year has financed a temporary cut in
fares in December and January, and paid for
some sailings on major and Sunshine Coast
routes. This actions would appear to be
exceptions to avowed government intentions
not to meddle with the operations of BCFS.

Not Much Time

The comptroller-general has only a short time—
until September 30—to carry out the reviews,
which have rather comprehensive terms of
reference:
• the division of responsibility between the
Province and the respective entities;
• the size, composition, appointment
TRANSPORT PROBE, please turn to page 2

The Land Conservancy of BC gets new board
BC’s edynamic land conservancy held an
Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) on July
25, going to its membership to elect a new
board of directors for The Land Conservancy of
BC (TLC).
Since March 27 when the board fired
executive director Bill Turner, the organization
has been in turmoil. Save TLC, an ad hoc
membership group, was formed and eventually
this group negoitiated the EGM election. Both
Save TLC and Bill Turner worked to fundraise
in order to keep the organization viable until the
election.
Save TLC put forward a slate of eleven
candidates, to contest the election, saying that if
this slate was elected it would put Bill Turner
back at the helm.
The election received a very high 55% return
rate on membership voting—over 3,000
members voted. Vote counting was completed
on August 7 and David Cubberley, Elections
Commissioner announces the results. All
eleven directors elected were from the Save TLC
group. Two Gulf Islanders are among them:

Briony Penn of Salt Spring and Ken Millard of
Galiano Island. At a subsequent board meeting
Bill Turner’s contract was reaffirmed by the
new board.
The eleven new directors will oversee
policies and priorities on strategic acquisitions,
financial management and governance
development for the organization. They are also
committed to rebuilding trust within the
organization and the community at large.
The Land Conservancy of BC is a registered
charity and land trust protecting natural areas,
historic sites, farms and ranches, and places of
recreational importance. Since 1997, TLC has
protected over 125,000 acres of sensitive and
threatened lands around the province,
involving more than 300 projects. With offices
in Victoria, Burnaby, Penticton, Kimberley and
Prince George, TLC has grown to include over
7,000 members, and is now part of an
international network of National Trusts with
over 7.5 million members. 0
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British Columbia has welcoming fire
specialists from Australia and New
Zealand as fire activity increased in the
province during the extremely dry, hot
conditions. In July and August lightning
touched off tinder dry forests. ‘The large
Photo: Susan Banjavich
number of fires is stretching our
Nanaimo Harbour, on July 26.
resources,’ said Forests and Range
Minister Pat Bell. ‘In addition to the
support we already have from other
provinces and territories, we are grateful
for the assistance from these Australian
and New Zealand professionals.’
The South Pacific personnel are
skilled and experienced. Their help
Beset by a number of Provincial Government allows more experienced firefighters to
directives, and frustrated by an inadequate submission supervise newly-trained emergency
from BC Hydro, the BC Utilities Commission withheld firefighters and offer crews the chance to
its approval for BC Hydro’s proposed Long Term take mandatory days-off.
The twenty-two personnel from
Acquisition Plan (LTAP) on July 27.
In a separate refusal, BCUC did not endorse the Australia’s State of Victoria and eight
target for a current ‘Clean Power Call’ for power personnel from New Zealand were
purchases from independent power producers (IPPs). applauded as they arrived at Vancouver
The key defficiency in the proposed LTAP was that airport on August 6. They are expected to
BC Hydro had failed to plan adequately for remain in the province for 30 days.
British Columbia has fostered a
conservation initiatives; BC government requirements
are that 50% of new power be provided through relationship with Australia for more than
ten years, a relationship that culminated
conservation.
BCUC said that BC Hydro’s plan did not prove that in the development of a resource-sharing
it would meet the BC government’s requirement for agreement with the State of Victoria in
December 2006. The agreement
self-sufficiency by 2016.
BCUC required BC Hydro to resubmit the LTAP by provides an exchange of personnel,
June 30 next year, and suggested a new format for knowledge, skills, equipment, technologies
and mutual support. Since then, Australia
calculations.
has engaged BC wildland fire personnel on
Public & Corporate Criticism
Probably the most significant result of BCUC’s its fires in 2007 and 2009.
The New Zealand contingent is
decisions is a setback for BC Hydro’s ‘Clean Power Call’
organized through the Canadian
and for new proposals from IPPs.
The BCUC decisions have been criticized by green- Interagency Forest Fire Centre (CIFFC)
power supporters as not only a setback for renewable in Winnipeg by means of a new
power but as also encouraging more fossil-fuel power agreement established between the two
generated from natural gas at Burrard Thermal, and countries.
These summer’s
wildfires are
more fossil-fuel power imported from Alberta (see also
engaging
approximately
2,000
Ministry
related article page 2).
First Nations who have partnered in some IPP of Forests personnel, 750 BC contractors,
850 firefighters from out-of-province,
proposals claim discrimination.
Independent Power producers Plutonic and local resources, and hundreds of crews
NaiKun’s share prices dropped on the Toronto stock trained under the Emergency Fire
Fighter (EFF) program.
exchange.
BC Wildfire Management has been in
A Methodical Approach
contact with other countries and the
The commission’s approach was straightforward. It Department of National Defence.
first accepted BC Hydro’s estimate of the province’s Military involvement is requested only if
future power needs, without question. Secondly, it absolutely required, and only if military
accepted the government’s direction that conservation assistance does not jeopardize Canada’s
was the cleanest and most desirable source of international commitments.
additional power, and should be the source of 50% of
British Columbians are being asked to
the additional power that might be needed by 2050.
avoid all unnecessary travel in
The commission then criticized Hydro’s backcountry areas because of the
conservation estimates (Demand Side Management) extreme fire hazard.
for being vague, not forecasting far enough into the
The public assists by reports nearly
future, being inaccurate, and for saying that Demand half of all wildfires in B.C. Please
Side Management (DSM) would become less effective continue to report smoke and flames by
over the years.
calling toll-free 1-800-663-5555 or *5555
BCUC, please turn to page 10 on most cellular networks. 0

BCUC sends BC Hydro
back to the drawing
board

SERIOUS COFFEE

locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—Across from the Hospital

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!

Campbell River—Island Highway near Larwood Rd

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza
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Hardness / Arsenic
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BCUC Decision Puts Hold on Run-of-River Power;
An Opportunity To Go Truly Green ~ Damien Gillis
The people of BC have already unknowingly been committed to
paying an estimated $31 billion for private power, such as Lower
Toba, that we don’t need and can’t use (more on that later)—and
will be paying through the nose for it for years to come.
But now the jig may be up—BC Hydro’s latest ‘Clean Power
Call’ for new private power projects has been rejected by the BC
Utilities Commission (BCUC). The regulator determined that BC
Hydro had not demonstrated a need for the power and that it
was not in the public interest.
Back in January, BC Hydro, itself, had already scaled-down
this latest private power call by 40%, citing the economic
downturn and our decreasing energy needs as a reason we didn’t
need all this private power—despite Energy Minister Dick
Neufeld claiming BC Hydro didn’t know what it was talking
about. But even this cutback figure was rejected by BCUC.
Contrary to the BC government’s claims, BC is typically a net
exporter of power—this has been verified by StatsCan and the
National Energy Board. We could only have used the extra
wattage to trade in power, its not that we can’t meet our own
energy needs.
BC now has an unprecedented opportunity to halt this
disastrous private power program before more damage is done
to our economy and environment. This is an excellent
opportunity to ensure places like Bute Inlet are saved—not to
mention our energy security and our pocket books.

BCUC Ruling
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BCUC’s recent ruling did three main things:
1. It wholeheartedly approved of BC Hydro’s plan to continue
upgrading our public energy system, making it more efficient—a
good environmental and economic investment for BC.
2. It applauded BC Hydro’s conservation ambitions but
demanded it go much further, providing it with considerable
resources to do so.
3. It said ‘no’ to plans to buy another batch of expensive
private river and wind power from the likes of General Electric
and Plutonic Power (this includes the duo’s largest proposed
project in nearby Bute Inlet, which it is estimated would carry an
approximately $20 billion contract all on its own, to be paid for
by you and me through future power bills).
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Does The BCUC Decision Supporting
Dirty Power?
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www.islandmarine.ca

Far from it. Our electrical system is already one of the greenest in
the world—producing only 2% of BC’s total greenhouse gas
emissions, while our fossil-fuel heavy transportation sector is
responsible for a whopping 40%!
The corporate ‘environmental’ groups lobbying for Gordon
Campbell’s private energy plan attacked this BCUC ruling,
saying it leads BC in the wrong direction in an era of climate
change. And yet, they are silent on the same government’s lack of
public transit funding and spending of billions of critical tax
dollars to pave highways over
LAND ACT:
precious farmland.
NOTICE OF
If BC wants to do its part to
fight climate change, the
INTENTION
biggest opportunity by far lies
TO APPLY FOR A
beyond our already very green
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(Capital
community planning, and in
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the board.
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and many other community
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Crown land located in the
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plan—in putting the focus on
on the Strait of Georgia,
conservation and efficiency.
Galiano Island.
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The Lands File Number that
for an ambitious conservation
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program
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application is #1413323. Written
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tremendous environmental
application should be directed
and
economic
wisdom.
to the Section Head, Integrated
Conservation is the greenest,
Land Management Bureau at
most affordable type of power.
142-2080 Labieux Rd, Nanaimo,
Save Our Rivers believes,
BC V9T 6J9, or emailed to:
precisely because of the dire
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
ramifications of climate
gov.bc.ca.
Comments will be received
by ILMB until August 29. ILMB
may not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca
under the link: Applications &
Reasons for Decisions for
more information.
Be advised that any
response to this advertisement
will be considered part of the
public record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information
Advisor
at
Integrated Land Management
Bureau’s regional office.

change, that BC need to be conserving its wild places and vital
ecosystems, not blowing them apart with transmission lines,
roads, and tunnels and pipes that divert huge portions of rivers
for miles, destroying the health of watersheds, fish and wildlife.
The ruling in fact supported BC Hydro’s own findings—its
2007 Energy Conservation Potential Review found that, with a
serious commitment to conservation, BC could save enough
energy to power 1.5 million homes (almost as many as we have
in BC today). And upgrading our historic public power system—
including new turbines in dams we already have—will provide us
with more energy capacity and flexibility in our supply, without
destroying more ecosystems with unnecessary private power
projects.

But What About Burrard Thermal?
The private power cheerleaders are building their attack of the
BCUC ruling on one main point—that the commission insisted
BC Hydro hang onto the full capacity of its Burrard Thermal gasfired power plant in the Lower Mainland.
The plant is an emergency back-up supply that is typically
used for only a few weeks in the winter, if at all, when our
demands are at their highest. Located close to where much of our
power is consumed, it’s a sensible emergency generator to keep
people from freezing in their homes if a transmission line
collapses up in the Peace or Kootenays, where our big dams are.
Burrard Thermal only accounted for 1% of our provincial
electricity last year. All BCUC was saying is not to count it out as
a back-up.
The argument that BCUC is championing fossil fuel
dependence by rejecting private river power and refusing to
decommission Burrard Thermal is simply preposterous. Since
private river power comes in spring and we only use Burrard
Thermal in winter, the two are apples and oranges.

What We Are Stuck With Already
The main reason that the run-of-river private power program
would not be in the public interest is that the majority of the power
produced comes in spring—when our public dams are full and
demands at their lowest. All this extra power will be for export.
In its prior contracts, BC Hydro has already committed to pay
private companies two to three times the current consumer rate
for private power which we may not need, especially if
conservation strategies are followed.
That extra power will have to be sold at a loss to the US,
because it can’t be stored. BC citizens will have to make up the
shortfall, driving up our power bills and possibly taxes. BC Hydro
goes from making a profit for the province from the stored power
behind the dams to being a drain on our province and economy.

What Does This Decision Mean?
First of all, the decision confirms what many opponents of
private river power have been telling the people of BC for the past
several years.
Secondly, it means our public regulator is doing its job,
looking out for the public, and it should be applauded for that.
What the ruling should mean is that the private power industry
is now put on hold in BC.

Will The Government Comply?
However, this Campbell government has a long history of
stomping on public bodies that disagree with it, and is already
hinting at such intentions to rescue its pals in the private power
industry. Energy Minister Blair Lekstrom, in response to the
surprising ruling, declared defiantly, ‘It’s full steam ahead’ for
their private power plans.
The first time a regional government ever said ‘no’ to a private
power project—on the Ashlu River in Squamish—the provincial
government took away citizens’ and their local governments’
rights to have a say on any private power projects.
When the publicly elected Translink Board raised concerns
over the public-private partnership deal to build the Skytrain
Canada Line (which led to the Cambie merchants’ fiasco), they
wiped it out and replaced it with an appointed one.
Expect more of the same here—only this time the people of
BC need to be ready and resist. Our independent, arm’s-length
public regulator is there for a reason and is doing its job—
steamrolling over it would be another huge slap in the face to our
democracy, not to mention the future of our energy and
environment in BC.
BC filmmaker Damien Gillis has made a series of
documentaries for Save Our Rivers Society, visit
www.saveourrivers.ca. He is a recipient of a Premier’s
Excellence Award. 0
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process and compensation for the board of
directors;
• the regulatory environment, including
responsibilities, authorities and powers of the
Ferry Commission as well as the regional
transportation commissioner and Mayors’
Council on Regional Transportation;
• the operating costs and service delivery
models, including the company’s efforts to
reduce costs using Alternate Service Providers,
and actions to increase productivity and quality
customer service;
• review options available to the Province
that are consistent with the entities’
independence under generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP); and
• review options that would ensure that
existing and future independent, regulated,
publicly created authorities, such as BC Ferries
and the South Coast British Columbia
Transportation Authority, are effectively
structured: to protect ratepayers’ interests with

minimal administration costs, including hard
caps on compensation levels for senior
executives and board members; to protect
clearly mandated customer service levels and
improve
transparency
and
public
accountability for decisions and performance
levels.
The Comptroller-general’s review has the
potential to open up fundamental questions of
both finance and governance, and is almost
certain to make recommendations for caps on
compensation. It has recently been revealed
that Ferry CEO David Hahn received total
compensation in excess of a million dollars last
year, with four ferry vice-presidents sharing a
further two million.
Both Translink and BC Ferries have
indicated that they don’t expect any
recommendations from the review to be
binding. 0
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Book Review by Patrick Brown

Out-greening electricity

N

ew York Times columnist Thomas L
Friedman is not a global warming
extremist; he neither believes that the
world is going to overheated hell, nor does he
believe that it’s all an anti-capitalist plot.
He believes that the solution to the global
energy problem is also the solution to the global
climate change problem, and that technology
and effective government are both the
ingredients and the outcome.
He’s optimistic about the technology, he’s
somewhat optimistic about capitalism, but he’s
not optimistic about the ability of government,
in particular the US political system, to tackle
these problems.
We need a ‘green revolution’,
he says; and it could ‘renew
America’.

Tipping Points &
Energy
Friedman’s 2005 book, The
World is Flat, pursued the thesis
that a larger percentage of an
ever-growing world population
aspired to reach a ‘western’
standard of living, to participate
in a consumer and technologydriven economy, and to have
access to the information and
political resources characteristic of the world’s
‘rich’ countries.
Global resource and energy demands were
growing much faster than global population—
and that was growing fast enough he said—‘flat
meets crowded.’
In his new book, Hot, Flat, and Crowded,
Friedman brings in four other trends: the
transfer of wealth to oil-rich countries,
disruptive climate change, energy poverty, and
accelerating biodiversity loss.
Friedman says that we have already passed
the ‘tipping points’ on all of these. He also
insists that they are all related to energy—
increasing demand, and the limitations of
supply.

US Electricity Grid—Big &
Dumb
While the peaking of conventional oil supplies
and the greenhouse gas emissions from coal
and unconventional oil play their part,
Friedman focuses on electricity as the energy
common denominator.
Without electricity, he says, people in many
parts of the world cannot participate in a
globalized economy; they cannot communicate,
they have no access to the internet, they have no
computers.
His analysis of the US electric-power system
is damning. The system is primarily based on a
network of 3,200 publicly regulated utility
companies. The incentives in the system work
against efficiency, conservation, and
innovation. They work for the use of ‘dirty’ coalfired generation for the cheapest electricity.
These are the very incentives, he says, which
would be critical to what he calls the ‘code green
revolution’.
He criticizes US electrical utilities for blindly
building generation capacity to serve whatever
peak loads appear from their customer base.

They have provided, for years, power that is
cheap, reliable, and available to all. But utilities’
thinking, he says, ‘stops at the meter.’ As a
result, he says, the US electricity grid is ‘the
dumbest big machine man ever made’.
Friedman’s criticism doesn’t stop at the grid,
or its limited integration. Its pricing is dumb,
too, he says—the electricity costs the same no
matter what its source. And ‘you as a consumer
cannot demand, and the utility cannot supply, a
specific kind of electricity generation for a
specific price to a specific machine.’
Then Friedman goes on to describe the
technology of ‘smart meters—in fact of very
smart meters, connected to
smart appliances, smart plug-in
electric automobiles, smart
communications appliances, and
home-generated electricity to be
sold back to the utility. This is
linked to a pricing system that
reflects both hourly variations in
the spot market-price and
generation costs. And the utility
can adjust the thermostats or
delay the operation of appliances
depending on the supply
available and the price.
If you allow the utility to
manage your electrical needs, he
says, your electricity will be cheaper.
This is what Friedman calls the ‘energy
internet’. It makes the efficient use of largescale renewable power possible. And it would
work with automatic lighting, heating, and
other appliances to minimize the power
needed. Industrial and commercial power
users would achieve equivalent efficiencies,
using communications, conferencing, and
computer facilities. The payout of energyefficient building design would be realized
quickly.

‘Markets Are Like Gardens’
The only system that can stimulate and
implement this much innovation is the free
market, says Friedman. But in an eminently
quotable paragraph, he says:
‘But markets are not just open fields to
which you simply add water and then sit back in
a lawn chair, watch whatever randomly sprouts,
and assume that the best outcome will always
result. No, markets are like gardens. You have
to intelligently design and fertilize them—with
the right taxes, regulations, incentives, and
disincentives—so that they yield the good,
healthy crops necessary for you to thrive.’

Gardening Gone Wrong
Current energy markets, designed long ago,
are still regulated to produce energy from
cheap, dirty fuels. All those in the US
Congress and the private sector who benefit
from the use of those fuels seek—and get—
government supports, without regard to
anything else.
So, in fact, there is no free market—just an
entrenched, antiquated system of hand-outs.
This is an immense barrier to anything new
getting started; there is certainly no national
strategy for energy innovation and its
ELECTRICITY, please turn to page 9

call: 250-386-7643

Coral hunt
Living Oceans Society’s Finding Coral
Expedition arrived back in Vancouver on June
22 after a successful two week study of deep sea
corals off the coast of British Columbia. The
research team of international scientists dove in
single person submarines at six different dive
sites in Queen Charlotte Sound, Hecate Strait,
and Dixon Entrance. At five of the sites the
team identified deep sea corals and many other
creatures.
‘Exploring the Pacific Coast of Canada by
submarine was a profoundly moving
experience,’ said Jennifer Lash, Executive
Director if Living Oceans Society and the leader
of the Finding Coral Expedition. ‘We explored
places no one has ever been before and saw
spectacular corals that were absolutely crawling
with life.’
The research team and identified at least 12
different kinds of coral at depths of up to 518
meters, 38 species of fish, and over 50 species of
invertebrates.
‘It was an experience of a lifetime to go to the
bottom of the ocean and see these beautiful
deep sea corals,’ said Dr. Lance Morgan of
Marine Conservation Biology Institute. ‘The

video that we filmed and the samples we
gathered fill an important gap in our knowledge
of deep sea corals along the west coast of North
America.’
In BC, corals are virtually unprotected and
remain vulnerable to impacts from bottom
trawling and other harmful fishing gear. Living
Oceans Society is concerned that these fishing
practices will affect commercial fish stocks and
the health of the ecosystem as well as the fate of
the corals.
Deep sea corals are fragile, long lived
animals that provide habitat for other animals
in the deep sea. Despite decades of bottom
trawling in BC, the expedition was able to find
important deep sea coral forests that appear to
be healthy.
‘We will share the data gathered by the
Finding Coral Expedition in order to advance
the world’s knowledge about deep sea corals,’
Lash said. ‘We hope that others who have
information about deep sea corals such as
universities, government agencies and
fishermen will also share their information so
the best possible conservation strategy can be
developed.’ 0

Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank

I

shorts, sandals with a jacket for evening are the
standard apparel. I was thinking about the fact
that I was finally ‘too’ hot in the middle of the
day during the hot spell; in comparison to how
much of my life I have spend ‘too cold’ I figured
I had better savour the sensations and
opportunities!

n the last weeks of July and into August,
sweltering
was the condition and
swimming was the cure. All sorts of
Islanders who have never consider making the
time or effort are immersing partially or fully
and moving around in the cold waters of the
Straits of Georgia! Local, lovely ‘beach accesses’
suddenly are not just for launching boats, bird
watching, walking or other year round uses.
Plumper Sound, Winter Cove, Veruna Bay,
Russell Reef, Shell Beach, Saturna Beach,
Narvaez Bay, Breezy Bay suddenly became
irresistible dunking destinations, higher on the
list of priorities than eating. Fantasies of cool to
the core of your body arise unbidden. Water
was critical—for drinking or surface cooling.
We moved our bed outside as, unusual for
our area, the temperatures remained high at
night and it was hot for sleeping. The sky is
gorgeous, shot with stars. It was fun to ‘hear’
the night; eagles chatty up at the pond,
separated sheep and lambs. Bats and
dragonflies silently patrol the early night and
the earliest light of dawn for insects. High up in
the dark the nighthawks call and make jet plane
sounds when they dive on their insect prey. At
this time of year, barred owls are talking to their
babies (who make an entirely different noise
than their parents). The big two point buck
jumps the orchard fence but inevitably makes
the wire twang, alerting the sheepdog. When
you sleep indoors you miss all sorts of things!
After close to three months of sunshine,

Still Busy
August has less committee meetings than other
months. Saturna Islanders are particularly
devoted to rest mode after the exertions of the
Lamb BBQ, though paid and paying work goes
on. The Saturday Market requires much setting
up and breaking down as the lovely booths
selling their wares are just up for the day.
However, all of the usual Island
maintenance carries on in August, amidst
families coming to visit, summer parties, and
for the really energetic—weddings and family
reunions!
Our local Trustees are working, with the
Ministry of Transport, on public access issues
on the road down to south Saturna and on
getting the Advisory Planning Commission up
and running. Discussion on the issue of
affordable housing has started, again. The Boot
Cove Lyall Harbour Water System has its
annual general meeting. Work is going on to get
the extended Saturna Ecological Education
Centre facility in gear. Our Health Committee is
working hard to clarify and solidify our
relationship with the BC Ambulance Service
SATURNA, please turn to page 11

School District No. 64 (Gulf Islands)
INVITATION TO TENDER
Water Transportation Service
Sealed tenders will be received no later than August 28, 2009, 2:00 p.m. local
time, at the School District No. 64 School Board Office for “Water Transportation
Service”, providing student transportation for the Gulf Islands.
Documents for the tender for “Water Transport Service” will be available to
contractors from the School Board Office commencing August 17, 2009.
The contract may be a one-year contract or a multi-year contract not to exceed
two (2) years.
Tenders will be opened immediately after closing time. The content of Tenders
will not generally be made public, except at the discretion of the school district.
The school district reserves the right to reject any or all tenders received.

• Serving the Gulf Islands and
Greater Victoria for over 25 years

Contact:

Rod Scotvold, Secretary Treasurer
School District No. 64 (Gulf Islands)
112 Rainbow Road
Salt Spring Island, B.C. V8K 2K3

• Fuel-efﬁcient, cost-effective wood heating
• Solar domestic hot water heaters
• Sales and Installations
Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

Telephone: (250) 537-5548
Facsimile:
(250) 537-4200

Solar Heating

NANAIMO

More daily flights home from the Mainland
• Eight scheduled flights daily
• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada
• Departure from Seair Terminal at
Vancouver Int’l Airport
• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal
• Frequent flyer discounts
• Charter flights available to other destinations

(Departure Bay)

For scheduled flight info call
VANCOUVER
INT’L AIRPORT

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at
seairseaplanes.com
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20,500 copies this issue
Every Second Thursday

SALISH SEA’S ONLY FREE &
MAIL DELIVERY NEWSPAPER
13,800 print copies delivered to
Gulf Islands’ households

5,200 print copies on the Ferry Routes and
in Victoria, Sidney, Mill Bay, Duncan,
Chemainus, Ladysmith, Nanaimo,
Bowser & Campbell River
1,500 online pdf readers each edition

Editorial: Investing In The Future
BC’s economic development strategy currently consists of
mortgaging the future to finance government-subsidized
investment in the resource industries of the past. Corporations
reap the proceeds, guaranteed by the government, and
underwritten by citizen’s taxes.
If you believe the old saying, ‘It’s the economy, stupid’, you’re
right. It is stupid.
Some examples:
• the ‘sale’ of BC Rail to CN, which now reports it as a
profitable division of its operations;
• guaranteed long-term contracts for Independent Power
Producers with BC Hydro, so that they can finance their projects;
• ‘public-private partnerships’, with unquestioned solesource contracts and guaranteed long-term costs, to finance the
construction of infrastructure, such as the Sea-to-Sky highway,
the Canada Skytrain line, the Golden Ears bridge, and the Port
Mann bridge;
• an oil and gas royalty war with Alberta, subsidizing new gas
drilling in the Horn River and Montney formations;
• the publicly-financed (through BCTC) construction of a
province-wide electrical transmission system to facilitate IPP
power exports and the development of resource industries; and
• publicly-financed road, rail and pipeline ‘gateways’ to
export our resources to Asia.
These, says the government, are ‘investments’. They make
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BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…
We’ll take anything with a
deposit for a full refund.
Open daily 9am to 6pm
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250.539.2936

SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

Jazz Dance
12th Annual

Readers’ Letters
Paramedics
Dear Editor:
I write in support of the BC paramedics and the BC Ambulance
Service (BCAS). I am appalled at how they are being treated
during this time of negotiation. It is a disgrace that the life
preserving service they provide is not valued more highly by our
provincial government and its representatives serving as strike
negotiators.
There appears to have been no serious offer to bring the
paramedics’ pay and benefits package anywhere close to that of
fire fighters, who provide a similar essential service to our
communities. The paramedics’ $2 an hour for pager pay to be on
call 24/7 seems ludicrous. If the experience of my community is
typical, ambulance 911 calls occur at least ten times more
frequently than fire calls.
The BCAS model is praised and respected world-wide. The
level of expertise and training of the paramedics is especially
appreciated in rural areas with smaller populations and in the
many geographically isolated communities of our province
where there are no full-time physicians or nurses.
I appeal to anyone with any influence in the provincial
government to do the honourable and sensible thing and take
action to provide fair remuneration for paramedics and to cease
undermining the essential and worthwhile service that is the BC
Ambulance Service. It is unethical to pour money into the
support of a two-week Olympic Games venture while decimating
our ongoing community lifelines.
Dawn Wood, Saturna

Wilderness Only For Wealthy

A2–9769 Fifth Street

Saturna Island
Labour Day Weekend

BC’s economy look good now, with future payments to be made
by our kids.
BC’s people, on the other hand, are ‘costs’ to the government.
They require health care, education, law enforcement, social
services, transit, ferries, parks, and many other services.
Particularly the kids.
That’s the government’s ‘business’ model: pay for the
‘investment’ later, reduce the ‘costs’ now—and keep the taxes
low, particularly for business.
Yet it’s the people who pay the taxes to support the provincial
government, and governments at all levels. And it’s the people
who will pay the 12% HST, the increased property taxes, the
increased fares, the bridge tolls, the increased Hydro rates, the
increased post-secondary fees.
It’s time for a big change. Why not invest in people now? Why
not invest in care, in knowledge, in health, in culture, in joy?
People are BC’s greatest resource by far, and given the sort of
‘investment’ that this province is prepared to make in the future,
the profits, the benefits, would be huge, and they’d be here in BC,
not on the books of some foreign corporation.
And, dare we say it, preserving and protecting BC’s
unmatched environment is truly investing in people, because
that’s why we are here. We have subsidized the environmental
destruction from the resource industries quite long enough. 0

Dear Editor:
Strathcona Park is a beautiful wilderness gem in the centre of
Vancouver Island. Those who live on the Island may know it
from skiing at the edge, hiking its trails or just looking up to the
Comox Glacier in wonder. Unfortunately, in difficult economic
times those who suffer first and most are often those who cannot
speak out on their own behalf. And our park is silent, unless we
support it.
Strathcona Park has become attractive to the owners of highend resorts who bring wealthy guests (often paying over $2,500.
for a single night), for an opportunity to enjoy the pristine quality
of the park whether or not they have the physical ability to hike
its trails.
There is a belief among some that the park is big enough for
all users, that its public amenities can be shared. What is not
being taken into account is the methodical and intentional
reduction in government funding for provincial parks over the
past several years. These funding cuts and the subsequent lack of
care for the parks make the improvements and insurance offered
by these resorts appear more attractive. The multi-year leases
that are being considered and the access granted may effectively
become exclusive.
At this time, on the desk of the Environment Minister Barry
Penner is a plan to change the vision and direction for
Strathcona Park—a direction that the public chose and has
supported since the 1980s. This change would be a move away
from protecting the wilderness values of the park and towards

opening up various areas of the park to horse traffic.
Friends of Strathcona Park have learned, as result of a recent
Freedom of Information (FOI) request, that these areas include
old road beds in the areas of Pamela Creek, Burman River, Della
Falls, Bedwell Valley, Gold Lake, Divers/Rossiter Lake access,
Donner, Kunlin, Oshinow Lake, Toy Junior/June Lakes, Elk
River Road, Elk River Power Line Corridor, Thelwood Valley,
and Buttle Lake.
In many of these areas the entrepreneur, able to take
advantage of the openings, would control the access. Who could
afford to ship one's horse up Great Central Lake to access the
Della Falls area, or up the Bedwell Inlet?
Even in the areas which are not difficult to access or which do
not lead deeper into the heart of Strathcona, horse use is a
concern because horses ruin trails, their droppings bring alien
species into the wilderness and attract flies, and thus trails are
made unpleasant for hiking. Locals will remember that up until
1967 horses were allowed in the park and caused irreparable
damage in many areas, especially in the Forbidden Plateau area.
If this direction is chosen by the Minister of the Environment,
hikers will be gradually excluded from these areas of Strathcona
Park, either by the unpleasantness of hiking in horse-use area or
by exclusive rights to areas effectively being allocated.
Over the last few years Clayoquot Wilderness Resort has been
attempting to obtain a permit to allow it to take horses up the
Bedwell Valley and build a horse-camp at You Creek, in
Strathcona Park. Those who have expressed concern that this
permit, if granted, would be the thin-end-of-the-wedge are now
unhappily vindicated.
Should the Minister of the Environment approve the changes
that Parks staff are recommending to the Master Plan for
Strathcona Park, it will indicate a step backward for wilderness
preservation and a step forward for exclusive use of BC’s public
parks for the wealthy.
The Friends of Strathcona Park are hosting a community
meeting to mobilize opposition to the anticipated amendment to
the Park Master plan by the Minister, expected to be announced
in the month of August. The meeting will be held downstairs in
the Florence Filberg Centre in Courtenay, on August 19,
beginning at 7:30pm. Strategies for a co-ordinated public
response to this privatization initiative will be discussed. Anyone
with an interest in protecting the BC Parks system is urged to
attend. Call 250 334-2321 or 250 337-8203 for more
information.
Jack Welsh & John Milne, Friends Of Strathcona Park

Reject the HST
Dear Editor:
There’s been a lot of news lately about the HST the Campbell
Liberals will impose on July 1 next year. Basically what it means
is that we’ll all pay 7% more for numerous goods and services
that are currently subject to GST but not PST—restaurant meals,
haircuts, houses (over $400,000), to name only a few.
I’m pretty outraged and appalled by this move—announced
at the beginning of the provincial government’s mandate but not
on the radar during the spring election campaign. If you’re
LETTERS, please turn to next page

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

250-656-1334
Music by Salt Spring Stompers - QuintEssential joined by Alan
Matheson, Borgy and Bob Cadwallader
Saturday, September 5, Saturna Community Hall, 8:00pm
More info: 250-539-9883 • jazzbeau@telus.net • ‘What’s On?’ page 5

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1
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‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT: $31.50, With image $36.75 (max 50 words) • MULTI-VENUE: $42, With image $47.25 (max 70 words)
Payment with order only. VISA credit card accepted

Now thru August 30

Sunday, August 16

Saturday & Sunday, August 22 & 23

The Point Gallery: ‘Work by David Cantine’—recognized as
one of Canada’s more unique contemporary artists; SUN AUG 16:
reception for the artist 2-5pm; The Point Gallery is a privately
funded alternate gallery • 132 Beaver Point Road • Open most days
10am-6pm • Entrance by donation • Info: 250-653-0089 •
FULFORD HARBOUR, SALT SPRING ISLAND

Salt Spring Eco-Living and Home Tour—includes exciting
new projects and old favourites: green building, energy efficiency,
water conservation, food production, renewable energy,
transportation alternatives, and ecological protection; sponsors
Earth Festival Society, SSI Conservancy, and I-SEA• 10am–4pm •
Tickets:
$25
at
Salt
Spring
Books
•
Info:
www.saltspringenergystrategy.org • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Leigh-Anne Maxwell, Art Show—west coast themed paintings
including several large scale oil paintings • Agricultural Hall, 430
Fernhill Road • 10am-5pm • Info: www.leighannemaxwell.com
www.mayneisland.com
under
‘Events’,
250-539-3774,
writeus@leighannemaxwell.com • ON MAYNE ISLAND

Wed–Sun, Aug 12-16 & Thur–Sat, 20-22
Piaf: Love Conquers All—the life and loves of legendary French
singer Edith Piaf; come share a cocktail
with an icon, as she shares anecdotes of her
passion for men, music and morphine •
SALT SPRING: Wed-Sat, Aug 12-15, 7pm;
Sun, Aug 16, 2:30pm • ArtSpring • Tix: $30$35, 250- or 866-537-2102 www.artspring.ca,
SIDNEY: Thur & Fri, Aug 20-21, 8pm; Sat
Aug 22, 2pm & 8pm• Mary Winspear
Centre (a Co-Production) • Tickets: $30-$35, 250-656-0275
www.marywinspear.ca • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND & IN
SIDNEY

Thur, August 13 & Sat, August 29
Pender Film Group Screenings—THUR AUG 13: I Love You,
Man (2009)—the closer Peter (Paul Rudd) gets to finding a Best
Man the more his relationship to his fiancée deteriorates; SAT
Aug 29 (9pm outdoor screening, weather permitting): Angels
and Demons (2009)—starring Tom Hanks as the same character
as in The Da Vinci Code, set in Vatican City; NOTE: Star Trek
cancelled due to change in release dates • 7:30pm unless otherwise
noted • Community Hall • Admission by donation • Info:
www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Thurs–Sat, Aug 13 to Sept 5
The Dharma According to Fifi—Flying Dreams Aerial Arts
Productions presents a contemporary aerial
circus and one of the most popular live theatrical
events in the Gulf Islands; reserve tickets early,
shows sell out; suitable for mature audiences •
8pm • The Temple, 112 Sun Eagle Drive •
Tickets: www.flyingdreams.ca, ArtSpring: 250537-2102, • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Sun, August 16 & Thurs, October 1
EcoReality Sustainable Living Education Series—SUN AUG
16: Eco-Living Tour: visit EcoReality and
many other eco-friendly sites; biodiesel
making demonstration, site tours • 10am4pm • Tickets: $20 advance at Salt Spring
Books, Gecko Green Living, and Windsor
Plywood, $25 day of event; THU OCT 1:
Starhawk: ‘Making The Transition’ via relocalization and
Permaculture • Fulford Hall • 7:30pm • Tickets: $25 advance at
Salt Spring Books, $30 at door • Info: Jan Steinman, 250-6532024, Info@EcoReality.org, www.EcoReality.org • FULFORD
HARBOUR, SALT SPRING ISLAND

LETTERS from previous page
opposed to this new tax, for starters, you might want to sign the
NDP petition at www.bcndp.ca/hstpetition and encourage
everyone you know to do the same.
Richard Boyce, Errington
Dear Editor:
I’m very disappointed that Premier Campbell has decided to
increase sales taxes, just three months after he promised he
wouldn’t do it. Many seniors who worked for years and saved
for their retirement lost thousands of dollars in the market
downturn. They’re stretched to the limit. They don’t have
any money to spare. But with his plan to harmonize the PST
and the GST, Mr Campbell will take even more money out of
their pockets.
Mr Campbell will be adding 7% to the cost of a lot of services
and products that are basic to people’s lives. It will cost us more
for home heating fuel, telephone service, and the cable TV that’s
often our main entertainment. It will cost us more for a hair cut,
household repairs, and vitamins. It will cost us more for a plane
ticket to visit our grandchildren, and more for non-prescription
drugs to ease our aches and pains.
I know Mr. Campbell says the HST will be good for big
corporations. It’s a shame he doesn’t seem to realize that it’s
going to hurt the elderly and their families. It doesn’t do much for
his credibility either.
Sylvia MacLeay, Council of Senior Citizens’ Organizations of BC

Fraser River Salmon Now At Risk
Dear Editor:
This week the Fraser River sockeye run estimate was critically
downgraded. This was no surprise to me as I looked at this
generation of Fraser sockeye—they were infected with sea lice
from the fish farms near Campbell River to eastern Johnstone
Strait. While they are bigger than pink and chum salmon when
they enter the sea, they are damaged by the lice, you can see an
image on the website www.adopt-a-fry.org. The pattern keeps
repeating. If they catch fishfarm lice when they were young, they
never come home. As soon as the farm salmon are removed, they
do come home.
The downgrade of the return Fraser sockeye is a warning we
can choose to ignore or react to. Alaska is seeing huge sockeye
returns and they do not allow Atlantic salmon to be penned on
their salmon migration routes. We can make many guesses as to
what happened to our sockeye, but it does not make sense to
ignore the one that has been researched and published and seen
worldwide. Commercial, sport and tourism operators are taking
losses to protect our wild salmon and yet the fish farms just keep
getting bigger and more numerous.
There is something very wrong here and if we want our wild
salmon we need to speak now or forever lose our fish.
Alexandra Morton, Echo Bay

Sunday, August 16
Book Launch: Burlesque West: Showgirls, Sex and Sin in
Postwar Victoria—author Becki L Ross draws the personal
stories of former dancers, strip-club owners, booking agents,
choreographers and musicians into a tantalizing tale;
refreshments • Talisman Books & Gallery, Driftwood Centre • 2pm
• Admission free • ON PENDER ISLAND

Tuesday & Wednesday, Aug 18 & 19
Ladies’ Aires & Dances—Historical Performance Ensemble of
Greater Vancouver presents Baroque
Dance, Music, and Commedia del’arte
for the whole family; classes (at Mayne
event) for children and adults:
Renaissance dancing, historical clowning
& Baroque dancing; MAYNE: Tues, Aug
18: Agricultural Hall; VICTORIA: Wed,
Aug 19: Farifield Church Hall, 1303 Fairfield Rd • Both shows 7:30
pm • Tickets: at the door $15 & $10 • Info and registration: Mary
250-539-3027 www.historicalperformance.net • ON MAYNE
ISLAND & IN VICTORIA

Wednesday, August 19
Pianist Graeme Wilkinson—performing Hayden, Handel,
Ravel and selections from musical theatre with lyric soprano
Monica Orso • Anglican Parish Hall • 5pm • Tickets $10 (includes
wine & cheese) at Talisman Books & Gallery or at the door • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, August 22
Pender Islands Fall Fair–parade, exhibits,
entertainment, food, booths, displays, games, GO
GREEN Recycling Olympics, beer garden, dinner
and dance with Big House Voodoo • Community Hall
• Gate opens 10am, parade 10:30am, BBQ 5pm,
Dance 6:30pm • Admission: Adults $6, 5-16 years
$2, under 5 years free • Info: www.pifi.ca Dianne
Allison 250-629-3372 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, August 22
Jazz-Blues at the Muse—magical summer evening
concert with the Heather McLeod Trio; limited seating
• Muse Winery, 11195 Chalet Road • doors open 6pm,
wine tasting to 7:30pm; music 7:30-10pm • Tickets
$30 at Muse Winery or Sidney Musicworks • Info:
250-656-2552 • IN NORTH SAANICH

islandtides@islandtides.com

Fri, Sat & Sun, August 21, 22 & 23
First Ever Gabriola Theatre Festival—eight mainstage
theatre productions by local and visiting theatre companies;
outdoor stage featuring poetry, dance and music; pancake
breakfast, 50-artist StreetArt market, and corn-on-the-cob on
Saturday • Folklife Village • Tickets: Artworks, Falconer Books,
and online • Info: 250-247-0144, www.gabriolatheatrefestival.ca,
accommodation www.gabriolaisland.org • ON GABRIOLA ISLAND

Friday thru Sunday, August 21 to 23
Buddha In the Park—let your spirit soar the Buddha-way; three
days of sharing your spiritual nature • 270 Scott Road • the
Buddha's teachings are always free, donations appreciated • Info:
www.penlan.com, buddha@penlan.com, Henry 250-710-7594 •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Thursday, Aug 26 to Sunday, Sept 6
23rd Annual Victoria Fringe Theatre Festival—fourteen
venues packed with live international comedy,
drama, live art and spoken-word, see 10 shows
for just $65; SAT AUG 29: free Fringekids Fest
with live entertainment, crafts, and more, 11am4pm, Market Square • Tickets & Info: 250-3832663, www.victoriafringe.com • IN VICTORIA

Saturday, Sept 5
12th Annual Live Saturna Jazz Dance—
featuring
the
Salt
Spring
Stompers,
(QuintEssential plus Alan Matheson, Borgy, and
Bob Cadwallader) • Saturna Community Hall • 811pm • Tickets: advance $20, $25 at the door •
Info/tickets: 250-539-9883 or jazzbeau@telus.net • ON
SATURNA ISLAND

Fri, Sat & Sun, September 11-13
Salt Spring PRIDE 2009—5th Annual GLBTQ Festival; SEPT
11: ‘Shock-O-l’Art’, Edgy Art Salon, 601 Upper Ganges Rd,
7:30pm, tickets $15; SEPT 12: Pride Parade 1pm, meet Mahon Hall
noon, PRIDE in the Park, 2-4pm, Dance at Barbs 8pm; SEPT 13:
Potluck, Ruckle Park site 3, 12-4pm • Info: www.glossi.org • ON
SALT SPRING ISLAND

Salish Sea-wide Visibility
islandtides@islandtides.com
250-629-3660
The Good Life ~ Reina LeBaron

Let’s Make A Deal
Dear Editor:
There is much talk these days about Green Party leader Elizabeth
May parachuting into Saanich–Gulf Islands. Election results
suggest to me that the Greens are still a long way from electing a
single candidate in Canada. Their electoral hopes are pinned to a
system of proportional representation. So what to do? In my
opinion, the Green’s best strategy for electoral success would be
to take Elizabeth May’s deal-making to a much grander scale.
May should try to negotiate an agreement with federal NDP
leader Jack Layton that the Greens won’t run any candidates in
the next federal election, in return for the NDP’s commitment
that should the NDP hold the balance of power in a minority
government, its support would depend on the governing party
bringing in a federal system of proportional representation for
the subsequent election.
That way, the Greens, who aren’t about to elect anyone this
time anyway, will be guaranteed seats—absolutely guaranteed
seats—in the election that follows.
Would Layton go for such a deal? After all, wouldn’t it just
mean short-term gain—holding the balance of power in one
minority government—for long-term pain: the Greens electing
MPs in future elections?
I think he would. Layton actually believes in democracy, and
he isn’t afraid of what Canadians might decide. His real interest
lies in achieving objectives. If he gets to do that by working with
Greens Party MPs, it won’t matter much to him, as long as the
goals are met.
So why isn’t this likely to happen? Easy. Follow the money.
As a result of Canada’s election financing laws, with the
exception of 2008, the Green Party receives more money from
what’s called the ‘government allowance’ than it receives in
individual donations. Parties that get more than 2% of the
national popular vote (or 6% in the ridings where they contest
the election) currently get $1.75 annually per vote. In 2007, as an
example, the Greens got $1,262,642 from the government
allowance, while raising $972,022 in donations. The results are
similar, though even more skewed, in other recent years; in
2005, for example, the allowance was $1,061,906 and their
donations just $409,357.
The fact is, the Green Party needs the government allowance
to sustain itself—so does the NDP—and not to run candidates in
an election would put the party in a serious fiscal bind.
But realize that once the Greens started electing MPs under a
proportional representation system, their government grant
would increase. They would continue to receive the per-vote
allowance, plus they’d receive MP and staff salaries, constituency
operations funding, money for parliamentary research, travel
LETTERS, please turn to page 11

The Importance of Roots
The current norm of high mobility often alienates people from
family and friends and damages their ability to stay connected to
the earth. Just as plants need roots in the earth to stay upright in
the face of elemental pressures, and to absorb water and
nutrients to nourish themselves, people need roots in their
community and bio-region to stay upright in the face of cultural
pressures and to absorb wisdom and support to nourish
themselves.
Certainly humans originally moved on foot through a
specific, well-known region in nomadic tribes. The trek was
usually an annual one for food sources, with more than one
homeplace. But even when the domestication of horses allowed
much higher mobility, most people were still firmly rooted in
their extended tribal family and their home territory.
Now, many people are repeatedly uprooted throughout their
lives. From an early age people are transplanted into new
neighbourhoods, new schools, new houses, and even new
biological regions of the earth. A person may easily move from
Eastern Canada with its seasonal extremes to the mild westcoast
and then onto the plains within the span of a few years.
In each location, moving between urban or suburban areas,
they are greeted by identical paved streets, bright streetlights,
brand-name stores, and pre-fabricated homes that give a
superficial comfort of familiarity.
And yet there is a great psychological trauma each time a
person is transplanted. Just as plants will not thrive if they are
constantly being dug up and put in a new location, people are
stressed every time they have to move and integrate into a new
community, new school or job, new climate. So much energy is
used, by plant or person, recovering from being moved and
adjusting to a new environment, that there is less energy
available for growth and development.
This situation makes it easy for people to disregard the effects
of their actions on the planet. If people don’t stay in one place
long enough to participate in the seasonal cycles of that
ecosystem then they often don’t realize what an effect they are
having on it. The sameness of the built environment creates a
false sense of comfort that is based on the invisible exploitation
of distant countries and third world peoples.
High mobility also means superficial relationships. Deep,
abiding friendships are built on shared history. It is much more
difficult to create shared history if people are not in the same
place doing things together.
There is a certain accountability built into a stable,
multigenerational community. The depth of our connection to
each other and to a specific piece of the earth, is like the depths
that roots seek. Our emotional and psychological roots give us
ROOTS, please turn to page 11
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Ferry fares–a new forecast
The BC Ferry Commission, whose responsibility is to ride herd
on ferry fares, has made a new projection of ferry fares through
to the end of the current service contract in 2012.
The forecast, dated July 15, shows fares slightly lower than
previously forecast, due mainly to the reduction in fuel costs that
is now reflected as an 8% rebate on the minor routes. Prior to
July 15, the rebate was 5%.
The fares are expressed as an index based on a March 2003
base (at 100), before the ferry service was privatized.
The contract with BC Ferries Services Inc provides for an
annual fare increase on all routes each April 1, with the
percentage increase based on the Consumer Price Index,
currently estimated at 2% per year. The fare index for the main
routes is 138 until March 31, 2010; 143 to March 31, 2011, and
148 to March 31, 2012.
The index for minor routes is estimated at 148 until March 31,
2010; 159 for the following year, and 171 for the year ending
March 31, 2012.
For Route 3 (Horseshoe Bay/Langdale), the current fare
index is 151, rising to 162 for the year ending March 31, 2011, and
to 173 for the final year of the contract.
For December, 2008, and January, 2009, the provincial
government allocated an additional grant which had the effect of
reducing fares for those two months to levels equivalent to or
below March 2003. There is no indication whether this will occur
this year, and the Commission’s projections do not anticipate it.
The fare indexes express a maximum (cap) on fares for each
route group; fares over the period cannot rise above this level,
but may be less. The provincial government contribution is
assumed to remain constant. 0

‘Return to Eden’ by Crofton-based Chris Johnson has been chosen for the Florence Biennale, modern art exhibition, in
December. The face on the right, with the yellow and blue markings, is modelled on a mask by the famous carver Tony Hunt,
used with his permission. The face over the Creators left shoulder, with the hood, is modelled after the artist's
grandaughter Nayanna. Fans of Michaelangelo will recognize both the painting and other figures.
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Save time, money and headaches.

Well-known and tireless painter Chris Johnson, aka IceBear, has
been invited to participate in this year’s Florence Biennale, the
world’s largest international art exhibition, taking place in
December. The painting which will travel to Europe is Johnson’s
5ft-x7ft ‘Return to Eden’ (above). There will be a preview
showing of the work, together with other IceBear art, at
Chemainus Theatre Gallery from September 8 to October 31.
When the invitation was first issued, Johnson and his partner
Charronne Douglas doubted that they would be able to travel to
Florence with the painting. However, members of Nanaimo’s
Westwood Tennis club have started a fundraiser to send the
delighted pair to Europe. Through this, other opportunities are
now opening up, including a visit to an art dealer in Vienna.
‘So,’ says Charronne, ‘out of a generous gesture by tennis
players that also like art, amazing new opportunities have
opened up for IceBear’s work to be seen in Europe.’ IceBear is an
admirer of Michelangelo and to exhibit in a building where the
master has stood will be a tremendous thrill.

Soldier Identified
Pioneer 1,673 sq. ft.
• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct.
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly.
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.

Russ Anderson

R. Anderson Technical Services
Duncan, BC
Phone: 250-510-6000

Brian Haller
Mayne Island
250-539-2847

View over 100 plans at: www.nelson-homes.com

Rainwater, Wastewater & Potable Water
TANKS & LIQUID HANDLING

TM

LOW PROFILE SEPTIC & CISTERN
TANKS and PRE-PACKAGED
SEWAGE TREATMENT
SYSTEMS

Tessie MacMillan’s unknown soldier photo in Island Tides was
identified very quickly as the father of John Bryan from South
Pender. So now the photo, at least, can go home.

Galiano Conservancy Wins Award
Wildlife Canada has awarded Galiano Conservancy Association
(GCA) one of three forest stewardship awards. The award is for
conserving biological diversity through community-based
ecological restoration. The Galiano Conservancy’s project aims
to provide holistic, long-term benefit to the local environment
through habitat protection, ecological restoration and the
development of respectful relationships between humans and
the land.
The centerpiece of the project is the restoration of a 62
hectare Douglas Fir plantation. Landscape level mapping and
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Wholesale distributors to Contractors & DIY’s for over 40 years
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250-618-5830
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planning has identified the plantation as critical to the
health of one of the largest and most intact mature forest
ecosystem on the Island. Ecological restoration will
improve the capacity of the target site to support diversity.
Over the past four years an Ecologically Conscious Neighbours
program has resulted in stewardship agreements for 27
properties totaling approximately 110 hectares in size. The
agreements promote a property management approach that
considers ecological health and wildlife habitat at the root of
every decision.
With the program now established on the Island, the
conservancy intends to work with existing participants and will
recruit new landowners into the program. It is intended to
expand the program to Mayne Island through a new partnership
with its local conservancy society.
The GCA, founded in 1989, as one of BC’s first communitybased conservation land trusts. As a Wildlife Canada award
winner, it is in good company. The two other awards were given
to the family of federal Minister of Defense Peter MacKay and to
Donna Cansfield, Ontario’s Minister of Natural Resources.
The Nova Scotia MacKay family has been conserving their
woodland holdings for some time.
Minister Cansfield has been spearheading Ontario’s 50
Million Tree Program (by 2020). The aim of this planting
program is to sequester carbon; enhance and diversify southern
Ontario’s landscape; increase adaptive capacity to withstand
climate change; moderate local climate by providing shade,
moderating temperature extremes and reducing the effects of
storms; increase wildlife habitat; increase soil and water
conservation, and provide local economic opportunities.

Hot Cars
The Hornby Island Fire Department has posted a few hot
weather fire tips related to vehicles on its website www.hifd.org
Considering the dry conditions across the coast, they are worth
sharing.
Parking in tall dry grass with your catalytic converter (part of
your exhaust system) touching the grass may cause a grass fire.
A poorly running car can generate temperatures that may reach
1200-1400ºF. This is plenty to light the grass under your vehicle
on fire. For more information visit Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality.
Filling your vehicle excessively full and then parking in the
sun or on a slope may cause a fuel spill. The fuel in your vehicle
may expand from the heat of the day beyond the capacity of the
fuel tank to hold it. A fuel spill is an environmental concern, a
RTI, please turn to page 11

MAUI
Vacation Condos
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Home of Healing
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Accommodation $45/night

Independent Dental Hygiene in a relaxed setting

Massage Therapy &
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BC SPEAK NOW
OR FOREVER
LOSE YOUR FISH!

Dear British Columbians:

I

am no longer certain that you want wild salmon, because
every level of government that you have elected seems
against them. There are many impacts on wild
salmon, but one stands out as both huge
and entirely repairable. It is taking
wild salmon towards extinction,1
it is entirely removable, and it
provides very poor beneﬁts to BC. It is
salmon farming and as you remain silent, it is growing
swiftly.

A GLOBAL PROBLEM
Only a few Norwegian corporations control the salmon
farming industry worldwide. They operate by using the coastal
waters of Ireland, Scotland, Norway, Chile, eastern Canada and
British Columbia to sweep their farms clean. Thus organisms
grown in the farms such as parasites, bacteria and viruses - all
known to ﬂourish in feedlot conditions - leave the pens and
enter the ocean. The science is conclusive: where salmon farms
exist, wild salmon and trout are in exceptionally steep decline.2
FISH FARMS BREAK NATURAL LAWS
The reason is simple – wild salmon are nomads and when
they come inshore to spawn they die. This breaks disease cycles
and prevents epidemics. But farm ﬁsh never move. Natural
diseases and sea lice become epidemics, breeding year-round,
fouling the location. They are anchored on every wild salmon
migration route on the south coast of BC where they can infect
every generation of all species of of wild salmom that passes
by, including sockeye. The Fraser River sockeye are dangerously
infected with farm lice off Campbell River.3 Government has
allowed ﬁsh farms to become the gatekeepers between the
ocean and our rivers; no south
coast salmon run goes to sea
without being taxed with
pathogens by ﬁsh farms. I have
documented steep decline
in wild salmon exposed to
ﬁsh farms and every time ﬁsh
farms are empty in my study
area, wild salmon make a very
strong comeback.4,5
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People need jobs, but clearly BC does better with wild
salmon. If we could have wild and farm salmon in the ocean,
that would be great, but no such evidence exists.
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Morgan Chase as well the wealthiest man in Norway, John
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The Guardian, 29th September
Fish billionaire in plea to save
save wild salmon.
September 2007. Fish
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of the farm salmon and unknown wild ﬁsh. This industry has no
business spreading to every temperate coastline worldwide.

ARE FISH FARMS CONSTITUTIONAL IN
CANADA?
Fundamentally, no because they attempt to privatize ocean
spaces and own schools of ﬁsh in the ocean. Fish farms are in
violation of many sections of the Fisheries Act First Nation chief
Bob Chamberlin ﬁled a class-action suite against the industry to
protect his territory.
THE SOLUTION IS SIMPLE
UÊÊ,iÛiÊwÃ Êv>ÀÃÊvÀÊ ½ÃÊÃÌÊÛ>Õ>LiÊÜ`ÊÃ>ÊÊ
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and bring ﬁsh farms into compliance with the Fisheries Act.
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who want to reinvent the
industry on land in towns
that need jobs.
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restore their value
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using the power of the ﬁsh’s own biology.
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does not make sense to risk a public asset as valuable as wild salmon
with an industry that beneﬁts so few at the expense of us all.
BC SPEAK NOW OR FOREVER LOSE YOUR FISH
Ê ÊÌÊÜÜÜ°>`«Ì>vÀÞ°À}Ê>`ÊÊ£{]ÈääÊ«i«iÊ>`ÊÃ}ÊÊ
a letter to the Minister of Fisheries demanding that the Fisheries
Act be enforced.
Inform your friends and contacts about this opportunity to
be heard.
Go out this summer and see the wild salmon return. Feel the
power of this generous ﬁsh fueling our economy, growing trees
that provide us oxygen and stabilizing our climate.
Contact three MPs, until they answer you and let them
ÜÊÌ >ÌÊÃ>Ê>µÕ>VÕÌÕÀiÊÕÃÌÊÌÊÌÀÕ«ÊÜ`ÊÃ>]ÊÊ
politicians can only take action with support of the public.
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Here’s how you can help...

Sign the Online Petition at:

www.adopt-a-fry.org
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Relatives far away? They can keep up with the Islands by reading the full copy
of Island Tides on the Internet - www.islandtides.com
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It’s like they are still visiting!
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The Good Life ~ Brian Crumblehulme

Dancing In The Salish Sea

T

hree hundred and fifty years ago the French philosopher
Rene Descartes suggested that our minds (brain) and
body were separate entities, the one directed by a higher
authority and the latter on a par with the beasts. A clever idea
that was completely wrong. In fact, this Cartesian philosophy has
sidetracked western thought and by extension, our lives, ever
since. Although now thoroughly debunked, the mind-body
dualism continues to inform our everyday understanding of
ourselves. It is embodied in our work sitting hour after hour at
computers.
However, the same neurons that help us walk, talk and hold
a newspaper are also shared by our cognitive faculties. The
everyday habits of mind, such as speech habits and mental
associations, also affect the way we move and feel. The two are
really one.
Repeated actions, such as the way you stir coffee, often
learned very young from those around us, gradually become reenforced as a cognitive habit. The same synapse connections are
used again and again until they become the comfortable way to
do things. Some people may become so tightly habitual that they
must always put the same shoe on first, regardless of which one
happens to be closest. However these habits make us forget our
bodies and feel less alive.
Try stirring your coffee with the other hand. Even such trivial
little exercises keep our minds alert to our bodies. Anyone who
has taken a fitness or aerobic exercise class will know how at the
beginning it is difficult to coordinate and give equal value to new
arm and leg movements. But after a while it becomes easier as
your mind wakes up to that feeling of being alive to the body that
is trying to communicate with it.
Older and richer cultures than ours long ago developed
systems of exercise specifically to awaken and strengthen the
body and the mind as one. Yoga and T’ai Chi are two of the best
known. They are not simply a set of exercises, rather they are a
system of philosophical principles embodied in movement.
Another of the finest combined physical and intellectual
exercises is dance. There are thousands of dances around the
world and the majority of them are a challenge to master. Many
countries celebrate and identify with a distinctive national

dance; Cuba, Brazil, Argentina, Thailand, Scotland, Kazakhstan,
India, and so on.
In pre-modern times, even in the west, dance was considered
vital to everyday life. It may seem hard to believe, but Henry VIII
was a brilliant dancer who practiced every day, at least until a
broken knee put a stop to it. Likewise his daughter Elizabeth
practiced a vigorous ‘Galliard’ for an hour every morning before
breakfast. And every professional organization from the Courts
of Law to the Carpenter’s Guild had its own set of dances that had
to be practiced diligently if you wished to remain a member.
So what makes dance simultaneously so arduous and yet so
rewarding? First of all, dance is an intellectual challenge. Before
you even think about shuffling onto the floor you must listen to
the music. Even the most abstract bare-foot-on-the-grass
improvisation begins by listening to an inner muse like a jazz
musician with an idea to share.
Dance is a body/mind expression to a piece of music which in
its turn is an intellectual expression. The possibilities for coordination of arms, legs, body and head are almost limitless and
for a beginner, daunting, so to dance properly is a challenging
physical activity.
In terms just of physical health, fitness experts have rated
dance, serious dance, as second only to cross-country skiing in
terms of rigour or calories per hour.
Dance also has a powerful aesthetic appeal (or possibly disappeal if you don’t like the music) to move in the right time and
right place with the music.
And finally, popular dance is social almost by definition. Of
course you can practice by yourself or engage in a solo routine,
but the social world of dance is situated preeminently in a
gathering of like-minded people.
Living is a total experience and if the Salish Sea is a place of
healing to reconnect our fragmented souls it is also the place to
make time-space for an full self activity, be it T’ai Chi, Yoga, or
dance, or all of them. 0
Brian is a member of the ISUNI group on Mayne Island,
who are actively exploring the meaning of a Salish Sea ‘Good
Life’. The group is organizing a festival in September, call Brian
at 250-359-3027 or briary2@telus.net. 0

Keep supernatural BC safe
No campfires, no fireworks, and no careless discarding of
cigarette butts is the rule in BC this summmer. Under the
Wildfire Act, penalties for causing a wildfire, even accidentally,
can range up to $1,000,000 and three years’ imprisonment, in
addition to liability for costs and damages.
‘For those planning to visit a BC Park during these
challenging times, it is critical that we respect the fire
restrictions,’ says Minister of Environment Barry Penner. ‘Staff
patrolling our Parks will have zero-tolerance for anyone who
ignores the bans on campfires.’ Local police forces, RCMP, and
ELECTRICITY from page 3
commercialization. The system for this is ‘feeble’.
Friedman is a strong advocate of ‘price signals’ when it comes
to encouraging energy innovation. OPEC, he says, aims to keep
its oil prices at a point where alternative energy sources are just a
bit more expensive, and so they won’t ever ‘get to scale’.
Friedman favours adding environmental costs to the retail price
of power from ‘dirty’ sources.
He’s agnostic on the question of cap-&-trade or carbon tax;
‘…whichever system can get through Congress without being
watered down, I will gladly embrace’ (italics are Friedman’s).

Outgreening China
Friedman is clear that ‘outgreening’ is a winning competitive
strategy, whether between enterprises or between nations. But
his biggest concern is that the US political system might be
unable to compete with the Chinese system in green energy
policy leadership. ‘In the Energy-Climate Era, you cannot be the
leader of the world without being the world’s leader in
conceptualizing, designing, manufacturing, deploying, and
inspiring clean power solutions. Period. Full Stop. Over and Out.’
He could have ended the book there, but he didn’t. China, he
says, now recognizes the importance of climate change, but faces
many difficulties in changing its economic system to incorporate
environmental costs without slowing growth below the annual
8% thought to be required to maintain social and political
stability. China’s economic system is so ‘big and diffuse’ that
slowing it down is extremely difficult (even for an authoritarian
government).
Friedman also notes the ‘first tentative steps’ to enlist civil
society on the side of environmentalism. China’s first ‘top down’
green GDP initiatives do not appear to have had any effect at all.
Meanwhile, China’s air gets worse; on bad mornings in Beijing, it
is apparently hard to see the buildings across the street.
China, he says, has one advantage over the US: ‘the ability of
China’s current generation of leaders—if they want—to … simply
order top-down the sweeping changes … that would normally
take Western democracies years or decades to debate and
implement.’

• harvesting
systems
• design
• installation
• service

BOB BURGESS
tel. 250-246-2155
bob@rainwaterconnection.com

www.rainwaterconnection.com

local government by-law officers will also be enforcing fire
restrictions within their jurisdictions.
Between July 24 and August 3, Ministry of Forests and Range
staff issued 54 tickets to people violating the campfire ban, as
well as discovering and extinguishing 100 campfires and five
abandoned campfires. Over the August long weekend, over 100
people per day called to report campfire violations.
‘At any point in time we have up to 400 helicopters and planes
in the air and close to 4,000 workers on the ground, doing an
incredible job,’ said Minister of Forests and Range Pat Bell. 0

Not Optimistic About US Leadership
Friedman is not optimistic about the ability of the US
government to lead in developing a green economy. First, he
decries the lack of leadership. (This book was written before the
election of President Obama.) US energy policy, he says, is ‘ad
hoc, unco-ordinated, inconsistent, and unsustained.’ Second, the
‘legacy industries’, whose interests are in maintaining the status
quo, obscure the ecological truth.
Instead of a national energy strategy, there is ‘the sum of all
lobbies’ (quoting energy expert Gal Luft); ‘energy politics, not
energy policy’ (quoting Nate Lewis of Caltech). The coal lobby,
which operates mainly in a few ‘swing states’ runs politically
significant campaigns. ‘You simply cannot say anything bad
about coal and become president of the United States.’
As a result, in the 2007 energy bill, tax incentives to support
renewable energy were not extended beyond 2008, when they
expired. Short-term tax incentives hurt the ability of new
industries to attract long-term capital, though tens of billions of
dollars in subsidies have been extended to the fossil fuel and
nuclear industries over the last fifty years.

Leadership Needed
Leaders write the rules and regulations, says Friedman. But it
takes them a long time to get around to it.
He compares the ‘green revolution’ to the civil rights
movement, which harnessed a combination of activism and
inspiration to eventually move the lawmakers. It took a million
people on the Mall in Washington to demand equal rights for all;
it might take a million people on the Mall to demand a coherent
price signal. And the green movement hasn’t got that organized
yet.
That, he says, is why leadership matters. A president, he says,
must be a CEO—a chief energy officer. He pleads for a president
who will claim the authority to forge a new energy policy
Thomas L. Friedman: ‘Hot, Flat, And Crowded – Why We Need
A Green Revolution And How It Can Renew America,’ New
York, Farrar Strauss and Giroux, 2008, $30.95. 0

What is a
property worth
without water?

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

Drilling the Islands since 1965
1-800-746-7444
www.drillwell.com

SSI: 250-537-8456
drill@drillwell.com

Capital Regional District

Notice of

Magic Lake Estates Water Advisory
Stage 2 Water Use Restrictions
Now In Effect: July 31, 2009
Due to the extremely dry weather experienced in July, the
lower than average level in Buck Lake, and the limited
treatment capacity of the Buck Lake and Magic Lake water
treatment plants, Stage 2 water use restrictions are now in
effect until further notice. In addition to observing the
following water use restrictions, please avoid all
unnecessary uses of water.
Water Use Restrictions
Under Stage 2, the following restrictions apply to the use of
water supplied by the Magic Lake Estates water system:
1) Lawn watering is permitted once per week only, within
the deﬁned time periods as follows:
EVEN numbered addresses may water WEDNESDAYS
between 4:00AM and 10:00AM and between 7:00 and
10:00 PM only.
ODD numbered addresses may water THURSDAYS between
4:00AM and 10:00AM and between 7:00 and 10:00 PM
only.
2) Established trees, shrubs, vegetable and ﬂower gardens
may be watered using a hand held hose with a
spring-loaded shut-off valve, with a hand-held container, or
micro or drip irrigation systems, on any day at any time.
Sprinkler watering is not permitted except during permitted
lawn watering times.
3) No washing of vehicles or boats is permitted, except with
a hand held container or a hose with a hose equipped with
a shutoff nozzle.
4) No washing of driveways or sidewalks using a hose is
permitted.
5) No operation of fountains or other water features is
permitted, except where a pump is employed to recirculate
water.
6) No ﬁlling or topping up of swimming pools or hot tubs is
permitted.
For More Information
CRD Environmental Services, Operations and Local Services
T:250.360.3000
Toll free: 1.800.663.4425
www.crd.bc.ca
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For a different perspective
www3.telus.net/gi-public-affairs

by Tom Varzeliotis

Anti-HST petition gains strength
NDP Leader Carole James says her petition to stop the
Harmonized Sales Tax passed the 10,000 mark just six days into
the campaign.
‘10,000 people have signed our petition online,’ said James.
‘Many more have signed hard copies of the petition at rallies and
meetings around the province and we haven’t had a chance to
count those signatures yet.’
James says she’s heard an overwhelming amount of concern.
‘People from all walks of life and all parts of the province are
united in their opposition to this tax increase. It’s not just that the
HST will make their lives harder and hurt businesses during the
BCUC from page 1
Given the holes in BC Hydro’s conservation figures, the
commission could not accept the figures for IPP requirements.
The commission went on to suggest that estimates for the
back-up Burrard Thermal generation revert to an earlier BC
Hydro figure of 5,000GWh/yr. (In the LTAP, Hydro had
proposed 3,000GWh/yr).

The Next Round
The result, for the moment at least, is a complete halt to activity
on the IPP front. However, the commission indicated a way
ahead for BC Hydro’s ‘Clean Power Call’, which would involve
individual hearings on any proposed contract.
The Commission also indicated that, in order to meet the
requirements of government policy, Hydro will have to produce
more detailed analysis and plans in any future submissions.

The Details
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8:30-11:45am: Sturdies Bay, Galiano

The Commission, first and foremost, is charged with
determining whether BC’s public utilities are acting ‘in the public
interest’. In past years, this was seen as a simple matter of
minimizing the cost of services to the customer. But the ‘public
interest’ is now seen to include the policy objectives of the
government, and the Commission’s task has become much more
complicated, particularly when considering the effects of specific
actions mandated by the government.
The Commission must not only consider the legislative
framework provided by the Utilities Commission Act and its
various amendments, but must also take into account
Ministerial Order M271 (which mandates the use of DSM by BC
Hydro) and Special Direction 10 (SD 10 mandates BC Hydro’s
self-sufficiency for 2016 and all subsequent years).
Technically, the Commission had been asked by BC Hydro for
a determination that the 2008 Long Term Acquisition Program
is ‘in the public interest’ as contemplated by Section 44.1(6) of
the Act. Hydro also sought Commission approval and/or
endorsement of several specific matters.

12:15-4pm: Miners Bay, Mayne

The BC Energy Plan
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In February, 2007, the Province published the ‘BC Energy Plan:
A Vision for Clean Energy Leadership,’ which included some 55
Policy Actions. Some 20 of these related to oil and gas
production, but among those relating to electricity were:
• BC is to be ‘self-sufficient’ in electricity by 2016, including an
extra amount (3,000 GWh/yr) for ‘insurance’ purposes (it is
made clear that this policy will be accomplished through BC
Hydro);
• DSM is to meet 50% of BC Hydro’s incremental resource
needs by 2020;
• BC Hydro will initiate a ‘standing offer’ for small power
generation, as well as ‘net metering;’
• GHG emissions from generating plants to be ‘zero net’
(could use offsets) by 2016, with coal fired plants to have ‘zero’
emissions (no offsets allowed). Clean or renewable generation to
account for 90% of total generation;
• BCTC is to ensure that the provincial transmission system is
constructed ahead of demand;
• The firm energy supply from Burrard Thermal is to be
replaced, but the plant may be maintained for ‘capacity
purposes’; and
• No nuclear power.
The energy plan also promises to review the role of BCUC in
considering social and environmental costs and benefits. There
is little mention of this in the current report on BC Hydro’s 2008
LTAP.

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

The Fishery Afloat

SATURDAYS

9:30am-12:30pm: Hope Bay, Pender

BC’s best wild-only salmon,
live local crab, fresh halibut, 1-4pm: Montague Marina, Galiano
canned salmon & tuna, &
other seasonal seafood

FOR ADVANCE ORDERS

call: 250-537-2457 or email: fish@saltspring.com
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www.shorelinedesign.ca

Special Direction 10 (SD10)
This deals with BC Hydro’s energy self-sufficiency, and sets 2016
as the deadline for achieving this, plus an extra 3,000GWh/yr.
by 2026. The demand is to be ‘mid-level’ forecast, taking into
account DSM initiatives. Existing hydroelectric sources are to be
rated at no more than their ‘firm energy’ capacity, under critical
water conditions; in 2006, this was rated at 42,600 GWh.

recession. They’re angry at the dishonesty and cynicism. This
isn’t the first election promise Mr Campbell has broken, and
people have had enough.’
James adds that many Liberal voters have told her they feel
betrayed. ‘Liberal supporters are telling me they now regret their
vote and would have cast their ballots differently if they’d known
Campbell’s true intentions. They’ve had it with arrogant and
dishonest government. They’re looking for leadership they can
trust.’
The petition is located at www.bcndp.ca/hstpetition.

Ministerial Order M271
On November 6, 2008, the Minister of Energy, Mines, &
Petroleum Resources enacted this DSM regulation, which
enlarges upon subsection 44.1 of the Act. It requires that the
DSM plan include specific measures to assist low income
households to reduce their energy consumption, and an
education program for schools. The Commission is also given the
option of accepting as ‘in the public interest’ part or all of an
expenditure schedule relating to DSM.
In order to determine whether a DSM measure is ‘costeffective’, its cost is to be compared to the cost of a similar
quantity of additional electricity to BC Hydro, not the cost to the
ratepayer or consumer.

Amendments to the Act, 2008
New subsections 44.1 and 44.2 require that a public utility’s ‘long
term resource plan’ must include an estimate of the demand
without new DSM measures, a plan for new ‘cost-effective’ DSM
measures, an estimate of their effect on demand, and ‘a
statement of the demand-side measures the authority would
need to take so that, in combination with demand-side measures
taken by the government of British Columbia or of Canada or a
local authority, the demand increase would be reduced by 50%
by 2020.’
This is to be followed by information on new facilities and
energy purchases planned to fill the gap after all DSM measures
are taken. In case there is any confusion about what comes first,
the Act also requires an explanation of why the energy to be
provided by additional facilities or outside purchases cannot be
replaced by DSM actions.
The Commission has the option of accepting or rejecting this
plan, or any part of it; it is the requirements of this section that
BCUC determined had not been met by BC Hydro’s submissions.
In this case, it requested the plan be resubmitted by June 30, 2010.

Other Legislation
Among other legislative initiatives informing the Commission’s
deliberations were the BC Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets
Act (January 1, 2008) setting provincial GHG targets of 6% less
than 2007 by 2012, 18% by 2016, 33% by 2020, and 80% by
2050; the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Cap & Trade Act (May 29,
2008), for which regulations have not yet been proclaimed; the
GHG Reduction (Emission Standards) Act (May 29, 2008)
which requires that coal fueled generation must use carbon
sequestration technology, and all other sources can use offsets to
reach ‘net zero’ GHG emissions; the provincial Carbon Tax Act
(May 29, 2008); and federal government emissions targets
under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, requiring
reductions of 20% of 2006 emissions by 2020, and 50% by 2060.

Intervenors
With this legislation and these regulations as background, the
Commission faced the difficult task of meeting the expressed
requirements of government policy, while considering means to
meet its long term objectives. The primary submission, of course,
was Hydro’s LTAP. But additionally, the submissions of a
number of ‘intervenors’ were considered; a partial list would
include corporations and lobby groups such as Terasen Gas, BC
Transmission Corporation (BCTC), Independent Power
Producers’ Association of BC (IPPBC), Commercial Energy
Consumers of BC (CEC), Joint Industry Electricity Steering
Committee (JIESC), BC Old Age Pensioners’ Organization
(BCOAPO), BC Sustainable Energy Association (BCSEA),
Canadian Office and Professional Employees Union, Local 378
(COPE). These groups, while each expresses its own agenda, are
knowledgeable and competent, and are necessary contributors
to the process.
One interesting submission concerned Terasen’s plans for
what was termed ‘Electric Load Avoidance’. Terasen pointed out
that the use of natural gas in the home for space heating and
water heating was more efficient than using it to generate
electricity, transmitting that electricity to the customer, then
using electricity to heat the home and for hot water. The BCUC
asked BC Hydro to address ‘fuel-switching’ in its next
submission. 0
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GSA Auto Rentals
Book with the best!
Pick-Up from
Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal &
Victoria Airport

Monthly from $625
Weekly from $205
Mention this ad for discount
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Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Minivans
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Southern Gulf

House & Cottage Rentals
Pender Island Long Term:
Very private oceanfront home with
beautiful views and beach access, 4
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms. $1500
Licensed Property Management
on the Gulf Islands since 1994.
PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings
• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker

250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

Madrona
Lodge
spectacular
furnished oceanview 1 & 2 bedroom
cabins on North Galiano Island.
Monthly rentals starting September
1 from $650 per month 250-539-2926
madronalodge@gulfislands.com

REAL ESTATE

Mayne Island building lot. One acre
gently sloping $128,000 as
assessed. 250-370-0011

MOVED
HOMES
BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

MOORINGS
INSTALLED •SERVICED
MAINTAINED

Chris West
Dive Services
250-888-7199
250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

40+ buildings to
choose from
www.nickelbros.com

1-866-606-2237

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

www.alumitubs.com
Eric/Wendy Holtz

604.885.0646
alumitubs@telus.net

Jay E. Electric
Jeff Edwards
Serving Pender Island
and the
Southern Gulf Islands

250-629-3973
250-217-9500 cell
jay_r_e@shaw.ca

L
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

250-537-2990 or
1-800-804-6288

Servicing the Gulf Islands

KLYNE
CONSTRUCTION
• Concrete forming and
framing
• House kit assembly
• Project management
• Renovations
• Boat access locations
welcome
• Serving Gulf Islands and
Vancouver Island

Al Klyne

250-539-9887
alkelly@giwn.ca

Hot Tubs

Swimming Pools
Sales • Service • Parts
Insured • Licensed

www.flynn.ca
250-652-0599
- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing
- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

Ltd.

250-381-2157
Specializing in…

• Pre-assembled • Portable
• Fresh or salt water • No scrubbing
• Can be left full or empty
• Fully insulated (requires less wood)
• Includes everything you need …
Just add water & enjoy!
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Wood Fired
Hot Tubs

holger@hermann.ca

250-538-8244
Serving Southern &
Northern Gulf Islands

gulfislandspas.com

Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198
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Bulk Water Delivery
• CRD approved drinking water
• pool filling • dust control
• street flushing • film industry
• 3,000 gallon tankers

D. A. SMITHSON & SONS

Well Drillers
250-539-5252
250-478-6937
dasons@telus.net
www.smithsondrilling.com
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Denman cable ferry considered
The ferry run from Buckley Bay on Vancouver
Island across Baynes Sound to Denman Island
is one of the shortest in BC Ferries’ system—a
mere 2.2 kilometres. The MV Quinitsa takes
10-12 minutes to make the crossing, generally
running once an hour, each way. It takes up to
50 cars and 400 passengers.
BC Ferries say that the route, which serves
both Denman Island and through traffic to
Hornby Island, loses $2.3 million per year.
Each Island has a permanent population of a
little over a thousand, with many more in the
summertime of course.
BC Ferries is considering replacing the

SATURNA from page 3
and working with the fire department to get an
ambulance facility underway. The Fire
Protection Society is working on building two
new fire halls. The Arts and Concerts Society
are planning several events to entertain us in
the near future. The Saturna Island Water
Conservation Committee is making a large
scale effort to get as many wells as possible
tested in the arid rocky East Point area. Paul
White is organizing his annual gift to the
community, the Jazz Dance, for Labour Day
(see ad, page 4). The Saturna Lions are getting
their Dogs and Dogs Show plans finalized for
the Labour Day weekend.
While it sounds as if I am writing a publicity
calendar for activites on Saturna, this variety
and number of events is replicated on all of the
Islands.
Volunteer secretaries are worth their weight
LETTERS from page 5
expenses, and other financial assistance.
George Ehring, Salt Spring Island
Ed’s Note: George’s point about the importance
of the federal allowance demonstrates an
interesting paradox. One of the proposals that
led to last fall’s federal election was Stephen
Harper’s idea that he would cut off the federal
money to parties.
But George makes the point that the
existence of the federal money guarantees that
the Liberals, NDP, and Greens will all run
candidates in all 308 ridings. So, maintaining
ROOTS from page 5
strong support, nourishment and resiliency.
That said, having history in a place and
community can sometimes be a hindrance as
well, if it does not allow people to grow and
learn from their experiences. Being
transplanted out of a restrictive or inhospitable
environment into a more nurturing place can
benefit both plants and people. There will
always be a place in societies for travellers, but
most folks do well with the stability of a
permanent home-base.
RTI from page 6
fire concern, and a poisoning concern, that the
department takes seriously.

Cortes Community Online
The general store bulletin board has gone
online on Cortes Island. Whether it’s a ride
share to Vancouver or a lost African basket
(whose owner isn’t sure where or when it was
lost) there’s information about everything
Cortes.
Marketplace ads for Island products are
posted and include photos. These listings and
other advertisements show in rotation on the
main page of the website making it dynamic
and attractive to view. There are events listings,
links to websites on Cortes bird-watching,
recycling, a local resident’s travel journal of
Vietnam, and a natural food discussion group.
The website www.coretesisland.com has
been operating since 1999; in 2005 software
developer and web designer Barry Saxifrage of
Stonebreaker Designs developed the Tideline
program which is available for purchase and
use by communities, groups and businesses.
These websites bring people together and
provide a peek into the workings of a
community.

Gabriola Sustainability
It is always best when we work together.
Especially in Island communities, our interests
and intentions overlap one another. With this in
mind, individuals and organizations on
Gabriola Island are working together for the
sustainability of their community in every area.
Areas to be developed are energy, community
resiliency and well-being, recreation and health
quality, agricultural land and food security,
water, sustainable economics, and housing and
multi-level seniors’ care.
None
of
these
causes
progress
independently of one another; they all link. The
hope is that, through combined efforts and
communications, more will be accomplished.

Quinitsa with a cable ferry. While most cable
ferries in BC and Alberta are used for river
crossings much shorter than the width of
Baynes Sound, the route is relatively short and
sheltered. The company feels that there is
money to be saved through simpler operation
and a smaller crew.
An early step in the feasibility study process
is consultation with ferry users on Denman
Island. This has been scheduled for Thursday,
August 20, at the Seniors Hall, with an Open
House from 1:30pm–3pm, and a Public
Meeting from 3pm–4pm. 0

in gold and people willing to take the helm of
any major project are viewed with gratitude.
Islands people increase their enjoyment by
creating opportunities for others to be involved.

August Long Weekend
The Rec Centre put on a well appreciated Cajun
Dance and Dinner over the August long
weekend. The musical group Gary Comeau’s
Voo Doo All Stars—a Louisiana inspired roots
and blues group added a delightful energy to
the evening. The event raised a goodly amount
for the Rec Centre Society and highly
entertained about 100 people.
Another August long weekend event was the
annual Artist’s Tour. It was small this year—in
terms of participating artists—but well
attended. People love to see Island artists at
their workplace and see what they are up to. 0

the allowance ensures the split vote among the
Conservatives’ opposition—and a Conservative
minority government!
So if Harper managed to cut off the money,
then it might result in some opposition parties
not running in all ridings, thus increasing the
chances of the Conservatives losing seats—and
possibly resulting in a Liberal minority
government propped up by the NDP and maybe
any Greens that happened to get elected—the
dreaded coalition! I wonder if Mr Harper has
since thought of that? 0
Having a home with roots means
establishing life-long connections to
neighbours and friends; recognizing the natural
cycles from frogs singing to leaves falling;
finding which crops grow best in your garden;
committing to caring for a precious piece of our
planet; being willing to make mistakes with
people and the earth, and then learning from
those mistakes. Strong roots grow the
healthiest plants and the healthiest people. 0

To aid in these plans, a website has been
developed. Go to www.sustainablegabriola.ca
to check out the progress of these developments
and how the community works together.

Island Sustaining Fuel
Source
A Canada Employment Jobs Strategy program
has enabled, Lisa Butler, a Vancouver Island
University student, to investigate the feasibility
of Gabriola Island creating its own biodisesel.
Waste vegetable oil from island restaurants, not
crop resources could produce as much as 2,500
litres of fuel per month to operate unmodified
diesel engines.
The aim is to have the first vehicle to use the
fuel be the Gabriola bus. An application
requesting funding for the project has been sent
to the Moving on Sustainable Transportation
(MOST) program, operated by Transport
Canada.
Plans for a processor are underway and the
call is out to find 80-gallon hot water tanks,
suction pumps and barrels— the parts to put it
all together. If you know of resources that can
push this project forward contact Lisa at
butler.lisa.miss@gmail.com.

Green Turf
There has been much controversy over the
Bowen Island Community playing field. Plans
for covering it with artifical turf were met with
disapproval. Now the Island’s council has a new
plan to cover the field with an organic,
recyclable, materal made of cocount fibre and
cork. Traditionally artificial turf fields are
infilled with crumb rubber and silica sand. The
field on Bowen will be produced by Geo Turf
and the first of its kind in Canada. FIFA, the
international body governing soccer, has given
this material good reviews.
Now residents just need to get used to the
idea of such an urban, perpetually green field
existing on their island community. 0
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Photo: FunnyFarmerFotoServices (only at the Salt Spring Farmers Market)

A little Photoshopping combines all the elements of an idyllic farm holiday on the Gulf Islands.

Living the Good Life by Louis Vallée
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ransportation, past and present, will be featured at the
Good Life Festival on Mayne on September 26 and 27.
Transportation alternatives for the Gulf Islands will be
featured. Early Gulf Island communities were often centered on
a bay or port with water used as a means of transportation.
Access to different parts of the Islands evolved from the earliest
animal and native paths through to our present day road and car
system. Consequently many of our main roads follow the natural
paths that early settlers and industry used to access different
parts of an island. In the early 60's when the car ferries became
the norm, cars became the principal means of transportation.
Our communities grew and are spread out based on cars and
cheap oil. If we are to assess our transportation needs in the light
of imminent increased operating costs and if we wish to leave a
more sustainable culture for our grandchildren, we may want to
look at alternative means of getting around the Islands.
Given that we are constrained by the historical realities of our
far-flung Island communities we can still plan for the future
using the best traditional and alternative means of
transportation. Water, for example, one of the oldest and most
energy efficient systems could be integrated for local use.
Walking has always been a good basic means of mobility for
those living within a reasonable distance of commercial and

community facilities and might be more efficient if pathways are
given a higher priority. Where populations allow, public
transportation such as the Salt Spring Bus is an excellent idea.
The Car Stop program on Pender, another excellent idea, has
made hitch-hiking practical and is now spreading to Mayne and
other islands. For personal transportation a bicycle can increase
your efficiency about four times more than walking and an
electric assist can help with those island hills. There are totally
enclosed weatherproof tricycles that can be used as car
substitutes for year round transportation.
While the political side is leaning towards ethanol and
hydrogen these are not practical solutions. Locally alternate fuels
such as vegetable oil and bio-diesel are already being used. While
ever-smaller personal vehicles are being developed in Europe
and Asia, some communities are experimenting with shared
neighborhood vehicles where Electric Vehicles and alternative
fuels may play a part.
Day one of The Good Life Festival on Saturday, September 26
will feature a panel discussion of transportation in the islands
followed Sunday by demonstrations of electric cars, electric
truck conversion, vegetable oil, bio-diesel, special island bikes
and electric-assists. Bring your ideas at this ‘ferry friendly’ interIsland celebration of The Good Life. 0

Funding for public participation in Gateway review
The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency is making
available $600,000 under its Participant Funding Program to
assist groups and individuals to participate in the environmental
review of the proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline Project.
A joint panel will conduct the review in accordance with the
requirements of both the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act and the National Energy Board Act.
This funding is being made available to help successful
applicants review and comment on the environmental impact
statement that will be prepared by the proponent, Gateway
Pipeline Inc. The funding may also be used to prepare for and
participate in the public hearings that will be announced at a
later date.
Funding applications received by the Agency by September
21 will be considered. A funding review committee, independent
of the review process, will consider all applications and make
recommendations on the allocation of funds.
Information on the funding program, the proposed project,

and the environmental assessment process is available on the
Agency’s Web site at www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca, registry number 0605-21799.
Gateway Pipeline Inc proposes to construct and operate
pipelines, 1170 km in length, between an inland terminal near
Edmonton, Alberta and a marine terminal near Kitimat, British
Columbia. Approximately 500 km of the pipeline will be in
Alberta, and 670 km in British Columbia. The project will
include an export oil sands product pipeline, an import
condensate pipeline, terminal facilities, integrated marine
infrastructure at tidewater to accommodate loading and
unloading of oil and condensate tankers, and marine
transportation of oil and condensate.
The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency
administers the federal environmental assessment process,
which identifies the environmental effects of proposed projects
and measures to address those effects, in support of sustainable
development. 0

Did something in this edition:

• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?

If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island mailbox
or if you pick it up from one of our yellow free boxes
located across the Strait of Georgia and from Victoria to
Nanaimo, or if you read online, you can show your
support and appreciation by mailing a voluntary
subscription of ($25 + $1.25 gst) $26.25 to: Box
55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0 (Or call us with
your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!

And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have given subscriptions. And keep those lovely
letters coming. We paste them all in our scrapbooks!
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Summer rafting attracts boys of all ages. Three lads try their luck at Saturna Beach.

